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Charlie Ashanti is the son of two scientists who are kidnapped as the result of a dramatic discovery
they’ve made (the cure for asthma, which is rampant in this near-future world). Ten-year-old Charlie
decides to go in search of them, and uses his ability to speak Cat (which he’s had ever since he was
scratched by a leopard as a baby) to gain helpful information. The local cats of London point him in
the right direction and even deliver messages from him to his parents and back. When Charlie finds
himself aboard a floating circus that’s heading to Paris, he befriends the circus lions, who become
his further accomplices. He’ll help them escape the circus as this first book in a trilogy draws to a
close.
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Saberdragon
My 3rd grader loves this series. They are probably more like a 6th grade reading level, but she loves
them. Being a parent, I like to know what my kids are reading, so I also read the series. I can
honestly say, that the books are well written and keep the reader engaged. Glad to find something
my kids and I both enjoy!

Watikalate
This review is being submitted by my son who is age 13; he is writing his review for an English
assignment:
The Lion Boy Trilogy by Zizou Corder, is a thrilling tale of a young boy named Charlie who speaks to
cats. When his parents are kidnapped, he goes on an adventure where he meets lions, and vows to
take the lions to their homeland and save his own parents. I liked Charlie as he was kind,
courageous and clever. The storyline was utterly exciting and had surprises around every corner. My
favorite book of the trilogy was Lion Boy:The Truth. The third story was an intense, fun, and amazing
ending to the series. I felt the second book, Lion Boy: The Chase, could have been a bit more
descriptive because I'm the sort of person who needs more visuals, but I still think that everyone
who wants an exciting series should read this trilogy. This book was a fantastic read, and when I
finished, all I could say was, "Wow."
I believe this book should be read by people age 7 and up.
Fearlesssinger
A good plot, but too much extra unnecessary material intertwined in the book. If you got rid of that
the book would be shorter and kids would like it more.
Unsoo
Bought for my daugher the book worm. Took her two days to read it. She like the story a lot
Risteacor
This was a great book.It really keeps you on the edge of your seat.It was so good I had my husband
read it and he loved it too.
Lbe
1
Ohatollia
This is a great book with lots of action to grab the attention of teens. Well written and age
appropriate for teens and tweens.
This is a great book with lots of action to grab the attention of teens. Well written and age
appropriate for teens and tweens.
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